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Positioned downstream of ferrous separation equipment, Eriez’ 
RCS Rougher Cleaner Scavenger nonferrous processing  
system employs three eddy current units in a specific sequence 
to produce a high-grade zorba while maximizing recovery.  
This type of RCS system has been used successfully in high- 
value mineral processing and mining operations for decades.  
In an ASR environment, the setup is as follows:

The Rougher is set to aggressively maximize recovery  
of nonferrous metals.

The Cleaner removes unwanted materials from the final 
zorba product.

The Scavenger recovers any zorba misplaced by  
the Rougher.

Material Recirculation combines the rejected cleaner product 
and the recovered scavenger product to be reprocessed,  
ultimately leading to greater recovery.

To ensure the best possible separation, it’s a good practice to 
size the ASR prior to eddy current or RCS separation. 
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the RcS advantage
The Rougher Cleaner Scavenger (RCS) system developed by 
Eriez deploys eddy current separator units with specific settings in 
a deliberate order to maximize zorba recovery in downstream auto 
shredder systems. The ROI of an RCS system is demonstrated by the 
difference in recovery levels. 

Through months of full-scale testing, Eriez’ research revealed these 
average recovery levels: 

• A single eddy current at the rougher setting yields 81% recovery  
 when producing a 90 grade zorba product; 

• An RCS System with multi-stage rougher, cleaner, scavenger yields  
 higher recovery while meeting the National Sword 99%  
 metals quality standard.

technical paper
Zorba: Better Grades, Better Recovery 
and Richer Reds

Download at  
Recovery.Eriez.com
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